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To support my requirement for the Central Coast Council recommendation of a "Rural Living B"

Zoning on part of my property at 172 Main Street Ulverstone, I submit the following.

Dept of State Growth submitted that it not suitable for residential development.

(1 ) that this land lacks residential amenity.

I dispute this. A single dwelling is all that is intended .For 44 years I have lived 21 metres from the
boundary fence of the Bass Highway next to the overpass bridge, and with present day double

glazing and insulation the past issues no longer apply.

There is a 70 lot subdivision proposed on the land on the northern side of the Highway and this will

place housing closer than what would be proposed on this 5.5 acres.

So I feel that the residential amenity argument, does not hold up.

( 2 ) Access.

This entrance was a long standing main access to over 160 acres of farm as of 1977 on to Castra

Road, a council road that still exists , ( not a state road.) If the access to this property does not

meet your expectations today, then it is the failings of your design engineers prior to 2009 by
building a less than satisfactory cheap result, at my expense by rendering this land practically

worthless.

I wish to draw your attention to a letter to me from the Senior Property Officer DIER, Aug 2007

referring to my concern about access to my property, with the proposed Castra Road access to the
Bass Highway, receiving assurances that there would not be changes.

Since 2009 incorporating this piece of land with the rest of the farm has been a somewhat

encumberment, as I am required to have to truck livestock in and out, which as demonstrated by the
included photos. This creates a far greater traffic concern using it as agricultural land, than if it was a

single residential block. To access with a truck, it is necessary to cross over the single white line to
the wrong side to make the acute turn in. On exit, the truck encroaches the near lane whilst closing
the gate to ensure following animals are unable to get out. Thus as seen there can be some traffic
involvement.

I have a similar occurrence daily for six months of the year when I hand feed my stock entering with

a feed trailer towed by a four wheel drive. There also is periodic traffic with regular farm tractors
and machinery when required.

I accept that the so called undesirable situation has been created as a result of the State

Government's requirement for road infrastructure. It is concluded that if the proposed

recommended zone of Rural Living was implemented, then the amount and type of traffic
associated with one single dwelling would be greatly reduced, therefore improving any interference
with the traffic on Castra Road. A local Council road , I must point out again.

For this land use to continue as agricultural would be a liability.

To be used as a residential site, would be most appropriate. To not be able to would be a wilful and
inappropriate abuse of natural resources. In 2009 this land was zoned Residential, the issues that

now influence the zoning proposed by Dept of State Growth, were created by Dept of Main Roads.



It would be therefore be appropriate that they rectify these, or be prepared to compensate for what
I fear would be a loss of asset value.
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